
Math 262 — 8 November 2019

An interviewer is given a long list of people that she can interview. When asked, suppose that each 

person independently agrees to be interviewed with probability 0.45. The interviewer must conduct 

ten interviews. Let X be the number of people she must ask to be interviewed in order to obtain ten 

interviews.

1.

3. Suppose that         , and let        denote the largest integer that is less than or equal to  . 

For example,          ,           , and          . 

(a) What is the probability that the interviewer will obtain ten interviews by asking no more than 

18 people?

(b) What are the expected value and variance of the number of people who decline to be interviewed 

before the interviewer finds ten who agree?

(a) Is  a discrete or continuous random variable?

(b) Find        

(c) Find      

Let          . Find the expected value of 
 

 
 .2.
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(c) Find        

(d) Can you generalize? What is       , for any positive integer  ? Is the distribution of  one of 

the distributions that we have studied in this course?

Let            . Compute the  th moment of  in two different ways.4.

(a) Use the formula            
 

 
.

(b) Use the moment generating function      .

(a) Give an example of a nonnegative continuous random variable  such that       and 

     is undefined. (e.g.,      diverges to  .)

5.

(b) Give an example of a continuous random variable  such that     is undefined. (e.g.,     

diverges to  .)
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Let  have pdf given by               for      .7.

(a) Find the density of       .

(b) Find the density of     .

Choose a point uniformly at random in a unit square (i.e., a square of side length 1.) Let  be 

the distance from the point chosen to the nearest edge of the square. Find the pdf of  .

6.
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